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Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs)

⚫ Directed acyclic graph 
(DAG) : 

a directed graph without 
directed cycles.



Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs)

⚫ Can define a unique strong partial order ⩽
on the node set V,

⚫ such that, for all pairs of nodes u, v ∈ V,    
u ⩽ v if and only if there is a directed path 
from u to v.



Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs)

⚫ DAGs appear across various domains:

Source code, logical formulas, probabilistic graphical 
models, neural architectures (NNs), citation networks.



SOTA: Recursive neural networks over DAGs

⚫ The node embedding is 
computed by iterating over the 
DAG nodes in an asynchronous 
way.

⚫ At every node v, information 
is aggregated from the direct 
predecessors.



⚫ At every node v, information 
is aggregated from the direct 
predecessors.

⚫ The node embedding is 
computed by iterating over the 
DAG nodes in an asynchronous 
way.

These recursive DAG models are yielding SOTA results, but 
their asynchronous nature leads to very slow performance.

SOTA: Recursive neural networks over DAGs



Transformers on Graphs
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Note: DAGs are sequential in 
nature! And the parallelism of 
Transformers actually matches 
well the shortcomings of DAG 
neural networks. 



Attention based on DAG Reachability (DAGRA)
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⚫ We restrict the receptive field of each node based on 
reachability:



PEs based on DAG Depth (DAGPE)

⚫ Our positional encoding encodes (only) node depth.



PEs based on DAG Depth (DAGPE)

⚫ Our positional encoding encodes (only) node depth.

⚫ Combining DAGRA and DAGPE, we obtain DAG Attention:



DAG Attention

⚫ Combining DAGRA and DAGPE, we obtain DAG Attention:

This can be flexibly applied on top of existing 
graph transformers and tailor them to DAGs.



DAG Attention

⚫ DAG attention using a mask that masks out node pairs based on 
the DAG reachability relation. 𝑂 𝑉 2𝑑

⚫ DAG Attention using Message Passing 𝑂 𝑉 × 𝑁 × 𝑑

Aggregating messages using the torch scatter add method



Evaluation



Evaluation

⚫ Over all datasets, our DAG attention makes the 
transformers outperform 

(1) the original transformers and 

(2) the neural networks tailored to DAGs. 



Conclusions

https://github.com/LUOyk1999/DAGformer 

Our proposal proves effective in: 

⚫ Making graph transformers generally outperform 
neural networks tailored to DAGs

⚫ Improving SOTA graph transformer performance 
in terms of both quality and efficiency.
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Thanks for listening!


